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What Do Programmers Discuss about
Blockchain?
A Case Study on the Use of Balanced LDA and the Reference Architecture of a
Domain to Capture Online Discussions about Blockchain Platforms across Stack
Exchange Communities
Zhiyuan Wan, Member, IEEE, Xin Xia, Member, IEEE, and Ahmed E. Hassan, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Blockchain-related discussions have become increasingly prevalent in programming Q&A websites, such as Stack Overflow
and other Stack Exchange communities. Analyzing and understanding those discussions could provide insights about the topics of
interest to practitioners, and help the software development and research communities better understand the needs and challenges
facing developers as they work in this new domain. Prior studies propose the use of LDA to study the Stack Exchange discussions.
However, a simplistic use of LDA would capture the topics in discussions blindly without keeping in mind the variety of the dataset and
domain-specific concepts. Specifically, LDA is biased towards larger sized corpora; and LDA-derived topics are not linked to higher
level domain-specific concepts. We propose an approach that combines balanced LDA (which ensures that the topics are balanced
across a domain) with the reference architecture of a domain to capture and compare the popularity and impact of discussion topics
across the Stack Exchange communities. Popularity measures the distribution of interest in discussions, and impact gauges the trend
of popularity over time. We made a number of interesting observations, including: (1) Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric and Corda
are the four most commonly-discussed blockchain platforms on the Stack Exchange communities. (2) A broad range of topics are
discussed across the various platforms of distinct layers in our derived reference architecture. (3) The Application layer topics exhibit
the highest popularity (33.2%) and fastest growth in topic impact since November 2015. (4) The Application, API, Consensus and
Network layer topics are discussed across the studied blockchain platforms, but exhibit different distributions in popularity. (5) The
impact of architectural layer topics exhibits an upward trend, but is growing at different speeds across the studied blockchain platforms.
The breakdown of the topic impact across the architectural layers is relatively stable over time except for the Hyperledger Fabric
platform. Based on our findings, we highlighted future directions and provided recommendations for practitioners and researchers.
Index Terms—Empirical Study, Reference Architecture, Blockchain, Stack Overflow, Stack Exchange
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I NTRODUCTION

Bitcoin has emerged as the first widely-deployed, decentralized cryptocurrency. It sparked hundreds of cryptocurrencies, which in turn have attracted the attention of the financial and public regulatory sectors. The overall capitalization
of cryptocurrencies has reached 305 billion USD as of Mar
2018 [24]. The core technological innovation powering cryptocurrencies is a distributed ledger known as the blockchain.
Blockchain technology provides an open, decentralized and
fault-tolerant transaction mechanism. Blockchain promises
to become the infrastructure for a new generation of Internet interactions, including anonymous online payment [84],
remittance, and transaction of digital assets [25]. Ongoing
work explores smart digital contracts, enabling anonymous
•
•
•
•
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parties to programmatically enforce complex agreements
[49], [93].
Consequently, blockchain technologies have attracted
increasing interest from the development community.
Blockchain-related discussions have become increasingly
prevalent in programming question and answer (Q&A)
websites, such as Stack Overflow and other Q&A websites
in the Stack Exchange communities. Programming Q&A
websites moderate hundreds of thousands of posts each
month from software practitioners with a variety of backgrounds. Analyzing and understanding such knowledge
repositories could provide key insights into the topics of
interest to software practitioners. Prior work has conducted
a wide range of empirical studies on the knowledge in
programming Q&A websites [3], [9], [10], [12], [81], [88],
[89], [95]. These prior studies provided insights into the categories, topics and trends in programming Q&A websites,
and have uncovered programming challenges, concepts,
and API usage obstacles thanks to the shared knowledge
on these websites.
Most previously studied technologies via Stack Exchange communities often have long existence before Stack
Exchange emerged as an important medium for developer
communication and knowledge sharing. In contrast to those
technologies, blockchain is a nascent technology. Thus, we
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have a unique opportunity for the first time ever to spot
how a development community grows its knowledge in a
particular domain. We can also spot how a domain evolves
in response to a variety of concerns as captured on the Stack
Exchange communities. Identifying discussion topics help
us pinpoint the major challenges that blockchain practitioners face.
Prior studies propose the use of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic modeling technique to study the Stack
Exchange discussions (e.g., [12], [81]). In our case, the studied discussions span multiple platforms with varying levels
of maturity within the same domain (i.e., blockchain). A
simplistic use of LDA is not capable of dealing with our
case since LDA captures the topics blindly without keeping
in mind the variety of dataset and domain-specific concepts.
Specifically, on the one hand, LDA is biased towards larger
sized corpora as shown in prior work [46]. In our case,
discussions in more active or long-lived platforms are likely
to account for the dominant proportions in the dataset.
On the other hand, LDA-derived topics are not linked to
higher level domain-specific concepts. The derived topics
are probably not suitable for the analysis of commonalities
and differences across platforms.
To address the aforementioned challenges, this paper
proposes an approach that combines a balanced LDA
(which ensures that the topics are balanced across the domain) with the reference architecture of a domain. First,
we categorized our dataset into five corpora based on
blockchain platforms, and applied LDA to each categorized corpus independently. Second, we derived a reference architecture of the blockchain domain, and linked the
varying concepts across the different blockchain platforms
using the reference architecture. We synthesized a textual
label that summarizes each topic, and mapped the labeled
topics to the different layers of our derived reference architecture. Based on the architecture-mapped topics, we
further analyzed the popularity and impact of topics. We
also conducted a comparison across the various blockchain
platforms, namely, Bitcoin [67], Ethereum [93], Hyperledger
Fabric [5] and Corda [19]. The comparison provides us with
an overview of cross-platform challenges and the needed
support for new programming paradigms that are emerging
within the blockchain domain.
Our study aims to answer the following research questions:
RQ1. What blockchain issues are being discussed?
We discovered 45 topics from the five categorized corpora in our dataset, 10 for Bitcoin corpus, 10 for Ethereum
corpus, 15 for Hyperledger Fabric corpus, 5 for Corda
corpus, and 5 for non-platform specific corpus. The 45 topics
are further mapped to the reference architecture with 10 Application layer, 10 API layer, 1 VM Programming Language
layer, 11 Consensus layer, 10 Peer-to-Peer Network layer,
and 3 Developer Tools topics.
RQ2. How do discussion topics vary and evolve across
different architectural layers?
The Application layer topics exhibit the highest popularity (33.2%) in blockchain discussions. The Bitcoin: Cryptocurrency and Ethereum: Smart Contract topics are most
responsible for the popularity of Application layer topics.
The absolute impact shows an overall increasing trend
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across architectural layers. The Application layer topics
grew the fastest in the absolute impact since November
2015, among which, the evolution of the absolute impact
of the Bitcoin: Cryptocurrency and Ethereum: Smart Contract
topics is strongly associated with cryptocurrency market
price. The Application layer topics have become a clear
winner across architectural layers since January 2016, which
attributed to the growth of Application layer topics in
Ethereum Stack Exchange discussions.
RQ3. How do discussion topics vary and evolve across
different blockchain platforms?
The Application, API, Consensus and Network layer
topics are commonly discussed across the studied
blockchain platforms, but exhibit different distributions in
topic popularity. The absolute impact of the architectural
layer topics exhibits an upward trend, but grows at different
speeds across the studied blockchain platforms. The growth
of that absolute impact mirrors the growth of cryptocurrency’s market price, especially for the absolute impact of
the Application layer topics. The jumps in the absolute
impact coincided with fluctuation of market price, the introduction of specific Stack Exchange sites, and the news
coverage of specific events. The breakdown of topic impact
across the architectural layers is stable over time within
each blockchain platform. For Ethereum discussions, the
growth of interest slows down in the Consensus: Mining
topic, but speeds up in the Consensus: Transaction and Consensus: Address topics. For Hyperledger Fabric discussions,
an inflection point appeared in the relative impact of the
Application: Smart Contract topic, which might be associated
with its important release; The slowdown of interest in the
API: Client topic might be associated with the maturity of
documentation.
Our contributions are as follows:
1) Conceptual contribution: We derived a reference
architecture along with its associated common vocabulary for the blockchain domain in an empirical data-driven fashion. The reference architecture
gives software engineering researchers and others
interested in blockchain a deep and empirically
founded understanding of the current challenges
of this new and important domain. The common
vocabulary provides researchers and practitioners
with a common vocabulary that captures the similarities across the various platform implementations
throughout the blockchain domain.
2) Technical contribution: We proposed a novel use of
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] - a balanced
LDA, which avoids the shortcomings of performing
a simplistic LDA run to study discussions within
a particular domain. Specifically, we categorized
our dataset into five corpora based on blockchain
platforms, built one LDA model for each corpus to
capture balanced topics, and mapped the discovered topics to the various architectural layers of our
derived reference architecture.
3) We performed a large-scale empirical study
of blockchain-related posts across the relevant
Stack Exchange communities. Specifically, we conducted quantitative and comparative analysis on
blockchain-related posts across the architectural lay-
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ers and across the studied blockchain platforms
where appropriate, characterized the breakdown
and evolution of topics, and discussed their implications on future research efforts.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2 briefly provides blockchain background and concepts.
Section 3 describes our research questions and methodology.
Section 4 presents our empirical study results. Section 5
discusses the implications an threats to validity. Section 6
briefly reviews the related work. Section 7 draws conclusions and proposes avenues for future work.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1

What is a blockchain?

Ledger, block and node. A blockchain is a ledger or, more
simply, a distributed, chronological database of transactions
that is shared across all the nodes participating in a peerto-peer network. The term “blockchain” refers to transactions
being grouped in blocks, and the chain of these blocks forms
the accepted history of transactions. In such a blockchain,
nodes update the ledger using transactions, which are
signed with the private cryptographic keys of nodes.
Transaction and consensus. To ensure that only legitimate
transactions are recorded into a block in the blockchain, the
network confirms the validity of new transactions, given the
recorded transaction history in prior blocks. Nodes interact
with the blockchain via a pair of public/private keys. Nodes
are addressable on the network via their public key1 . Nodes
use their private key to sign their transactions. The use of
asymmetric cryptography brings authentication, integrity,
and nonrepudiation to the network. Each transaction only
becomes valid once it is included in a block and published to
the network. The nodes on the network reach consensus on
the validity of all the transactions that constitute each block.
A consensus algorithm is used to ensure that each node in
the network maintains the same copy of the blockchain
as the other nodes. Then a new block of transactions is
appended to the end of the blockchain. Such a process
allows nodes to coordinate transactions in a decentralized
manner without relying on a trusted authority to verify and
clear transactions.
Cryptocurrencys and wallet. A cryptocurrency is a digital
asset designed to work as a medium of exchange. Cryptography is used to secure the transactions and verify the
transfer of assets. A cryptocurrency uses decentralized control as opposed to a central banking system. A blockchain
provides a public transaction database and a distributed
ledger for the decentralized control. A wallet stores the
public and private keys that can be used to receive or spend
the cryptocurrency for each client.
Smart contract. Since Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin [67],
blockchain platforms now support not only the execution of
cryptocurrency exchange, but also general-purpose computations on a blockchain. The smart contract technology is an
important building block for general purpose computations
on a blockchain. A smart contract is an agreement between
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multiple participants. The contract terms are specified using programming languages and can be executed by the
blockchain nodes.
2.2

Blockchain Platforms

Ever since Bitcoin marked the introduction of blockchain
platforms, a number of blockchain platforms with varied features have emerged. The emergence of various
blockchain platforms enabled the creation of blockchain
applications. Blockchain platforms can be divided into
various categories based on two features, i.e., permissioned/permissionless and with/without smart contracts.
Table 1 illustrates the characteristics and examples of each
category of blockchain platforms.
Bitcoin [67] is the first widely-deployed blockchain
platform, launched in August 2008. Ethereum [93] is an
open-source blockchain platform, proposed in late 2013.
Ethereum features smart contract functionality. Hyperledger2
was started in December 2015 by the Linux Foundation. It tends to support the collaborative development
of blockchain platforms and applications. Within various
projects in Hyperledger, Hyperledger Fabric [20], first released
in February 2016 (v0.1.0)3 , is a modular blockchain platform that is designed to support pluggable components.
Hyperledger Composer4 is comprised of a development toolset
and a framework to integrate blockchain applications with
existing blockchain platforms. Corda records, manages and
automates financial and legal agreements between business
partners [19]. Corda’s code was open-sourced in November
2016.
2.3

Reference Architectures

Reference architectures have emerged as abstractions of
the software architectures of systems within specific domains [6]. The reference architecture of a given domain
defines fundamental components of the domain and the
relations between these components [38]. Reference architectures bring a number of benefits. First, a reference
architecture establishes common mechanisms to improve
the interoperability among different software systems and
their components [23]. Reference architectures often act as
a knowledge repository to improve communication and
information exchange [60]. A reference architecture provides
generic artifacts, architectural styles, and domain vocabulary for software systems in a particular domain [30]. As
new products are developed in a new domain, the designers
develop new sets of concepts and terminology. The lack of
consistency among concepts and terminology of a domain
often hinders comparisons and interoperability in a new
domain. A reference architecture provides a common vocabulary to communicate and discuss challenges across the
software systems in the same domain [38], thus facilitates
the uniform description of architectures for those software
systems, and further helping a community grow and mature. A reference architecture gives software engineering
researchers and others interested in a particular domain a
2

1

Depending on the implementation, the address can be the public
key itself or (usually) a hash of it.

https://www.hyperledger.org
https://github.com/hyperledger-archives/fabric/releases
4
https://hyperledger.github.io/composer
3
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TABLE 1
Categories of blockchain platforms.
Category

Characteristic
•

Permissionless

•
•
•

Permissioned

•
•

fully public chains
maintained by public nodes
accessible to anyone

Bitcoin, Ethereum

define different permissions on different nodes
only involve authorized nodes
facilitate faster, more secure and cost-effective transactions

Hyperledger
Corda

Fabric,

With smart contract

•
•

enable smart contract capabilities
facilitate building business logic into chains

Ethereum, Hyperledger
Fabric, Corda

Without smart contract

•

only built for transaction capabilities

Bitcoin

deeper and empirically founded understanding of the current structure and challenges of that new domain. Previous
studies show that reference architectures enable the reuse
of common assets, and thus moderate the development
costs of software projects and lower time-to-market of the
constructed software [23], [59].
Prominent examples of reference architectures include
the reference architecture for web services [37], AUTOSAR
[52] for automotive software, a set of references architectures
presented in the Microsoft Application Architecture Guide
[65] supported by the Microsoft technology stack, NIST
cloud computing reference architecture [55], IBM’s big data
reference architecture [11], Oracle’s reference architecture
for big data systems [21], vendor-independent reference
architectures for the Internet of Things [92] and OATH for
authentication [74]. Software reference architectures come
in different flavors depending on their context of use (e.g.,
used within or across organizations), origin (third parties or
designed in-house) and purpose (e.g., facilitating development and standardization) [6]. Reference architectures have
been used in the past as part of the commonly used ATAM
approach for evaluating architectural alternatives [45]. Reference architectures in conjunction with ATAM have been
used as well to enable more structured and guided comparisons of software solutions as part of large scale software
acquisitions [29]. In addition, some of the previously published reference architectures in academic venues represent
well-known technological domains, including web servers
[38], web browsers [36], and software testing tools [75].
2.4

Example

Topic Modeling

Topic modeling is an advanced statistical technique that
can automatically discover topics from a given text corpus,
without the need for tags, training data, or predefined
taxonomies [14], [35]. Topic modeling uses word frequencies
and co-occurrence frequencies in the documents to build
a model of related words [12]. Topic modeling has been
successfully used in other tasks to automatically analyze
millions of unstructured documents, including analyzing
news articles [70], extracting topics from bug reports [56],
and identifying topics in the source code [51].
The latent Dirichlet allocation is a powerful topic modeling technique, which has previously been used for automated text mining and clustering of the Stack Exchange
posts [12], [81], [95], and enables the qualitative analysis to

gain insights into characteristics and trends in the dataset.
A recent study [62] also leveraged LDA as a text mining
approach to find the trends in software research. LDA
represents topics as probability distributions over the words
in the corpus and documents as probability distributions
over the discovered topics. LDA discovers topics based
on how sets of words tend to co-occur frequently in the
documents of the corpus. The words in a discovered topic
are semantically related and give meaning to the topic as
a whole. Each document of the corpus contains a mixture
of topics. Topics exist across multiple documents, making it
possible for LDA models to discover granular themes that
represent the corpus as a whole.
Prior work [87] shows that LDA is biased towards
corpus with a larger size. When an approach feeds LDA
multiple corpora at once, the resulting topics are primarily
derived from the larger corpus, since larger corpus dominates the corpora in sheer size. Kelly et al. [46] referred to
this approach as “unbalanced” approach.

3
3.1

R ESEARCH S ETTINGS
Research Questions

RQ1. What blockchain issues are being discussed?
Programming Q&A websites are designed to cater to
the needs of practitioners facing challenges. Identifying the
discussion topics can help us pinpoint the major challenges
that blockchain practitioners are currently facing. Software
engineering researchers could objectively discover real issues. Accordingly, future research efforts can focus on these
relevant issues to help support and improve the quality of
blockchain platforms.
RQ2. How do blockchain topics vary and evolve across
different architectural layers?
Previously studied technologies through the mining of
data from Stack Exchange communities had usually existed
before Stack Exchange emerged as an important medium
for developer communication and knowledge sharing. In
contrast, blockchain is a nascent technology. We have a
unique opportunity for the first time ever to spot how a
development community grows and shares its knowledge
in a particular domain, as well as how a domain evolves in
response to a variety of concerns as captured through the
discussions on the Stack Exchange communities.
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In addition, the Bitcoin and Ethereum communities on
Stack Exchange are technical communities associated with
the cryptocurrencies. Thus, we have a unique opportunity
for the first time ever to spot how the technical communities
on Stack Exchange have evolved in response to the real-life
dynamics of cryptocurrencies.
RQ3. How do blockchain topics vary and evolve across
different blockchain platforms?
Different blockchain platforms have distinct inherent
features. For instance, Blockchain 1.0 describes cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, enabling the transactions of digital property; Blockchain 2.0 describes more complex interactions,
the creation of new decentralized economies and financial
instruments, based upon “smart contracts”, as provided
by Ethereum [85]. Do the inherent features of blockchain
platforms lead to differences in discussed topics across
the blockchain platforms? Understanding how blockchain
topics vary and evolve gives insights to the potential of
blockchain platforms, and serves as guidance cues that may
help a community grow and mature.
3.2

Research Methodology

Our research methodology consists of the following five
steps which are detailed in the following subsections.
3.2.1 Collecting Data
Stack Overflow5 is a popular programming Q&A website
where knowledge related to programming and software
engineering tasks is exchanged. Stack Overflow enables
users to ask new questions and answer existing questions
in a variety of areas. Users of Stack Overflow can “vote”
questions and answers up or down, based on the perceived
value of each post, as well as earn reputation points and
“badges” through various activities.
Stack Exchange6 launched in 2008 with Stack Overflow
as its first Q&A site for programming and software engineering questions. Stack Exchange continues to grow and
adds more specific Q&A sites that cover diverse topics,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

70 Technical communities, e.g., Ubuntu, Server Fault,
and Information Security.
46 Culture and Recreation communities, e.g., English
Language & Usage, Travel, and Bicycles.
24 Life and Arts communities, e.g., Science Fiction &
Fantasy, Photography, and Law.
19 Science communities, e.g., Mathematics, Computer
Science and Philosophy.
7 Professional communities, e.g., The Workplace,
Open Source, and Writing.
3 Business communities, e.g., Quantitative Finance,
Project Management, and Patents.

Stack Exchange makes its data publicly available
in XML format under the Creative Commons License7 .
The data dump is divided into five XML documents:
Posts.xml, Comments.xml, Badges.xml, Users.xml
and Votes.xml. For our purposes, we use the Posts.xml,
5

https://stackoverflow.com
https://stackexchange.com
7
https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
6

5

Application Layer
UI Layer
Business Logic Layer
On-chain

API Layer

Off-chain

VM Programming
Language Layer

Development
Tools

Virtual Machine Layer
Consensus Layer
Peer-to-Peer Network Layer

Fig. 1. Reference architecture of blockchain platforms.

which contains the actual text content of all posts, as well
as a unique ID for each post, along with its creation date,
its type (question or answer) and its associated tags. Our
studied Stack Overflow dataset spans 9 years and 4 months,
from July 2008 to December 2017 and contains 38,485,045
posts in total.
Since the posts on Stack Overflow can be about any topic,
we followed a process similar to prior work [54], [81] and
tried to identify blockchain-related posts. See Appendix A
for more details about how we collected our data.
3.2.2

Deriving a Reference Architecture

We followed a similar process as discussed in [36], [38] and
derived a reference architecture for the blockchain domain.
The process for deriving the reference architecture consists
of the following steps:
Step 1: Derive conceptual architectures. First, we proposed conceptual architectures for the studied blockchain
platforms, using domain knowledge and available documentation. Then we recovered the concrete architectures
from the source code. Finally, we refined the conceptual
architectures using the recovered concrete architectures.
Step 2: Derive a reference architecture. We compared the refined conceptual architectures of the studied
blockchain platforms to find common components and relations between components. Based on the comparison of conceptual architectures and the architecture documentation of
various blockchain platforms [2], [18], [64], [94], we inferred
a reference architecture for the blockchain domain.
The reference architecture we derived consists of five
layers of capabilities as depicted in Fig. 1. We describe each
layer in the five-tier architecture as follows.
1)

2)

Peer-to-peer network layer is responsible for internode communications, including node discovery,
transactions and block propagation.
Consensus layer is one of the most crucial layers in
all blockchain platforms. The layer provides implementations to generate the order of block creations
and validate blocks created by other nodes in the
network.
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3)

4)

5)

3.2.3

Virtual machine layer is a “transaction engine”
present in all blockchain platforms. The layer is responsible for changes in a blockchain’s global state.
The fourth blockchain architectural layer consists of
two sub-layers: 4.a API layer is represented by interfaces in blockchain nodes and used by blockchain
applications at runtime; 4.b VM programming language layer is used at development time and compiled into virtual machine code that can be deployed
into a blockchain and executed by the virtual machine layer.
Application layer consists of two sub-layers: business logic layer and UI layer. The business logic
layer provides application-specific functionalities by
using the underlying blockchain in order to deliver
business solutions. Smart contracts reside in the business logic layer.
The business logic layer consists of On-chain and
Off-chain parts. The on-chain part is the actual
smart contract that is usually written in some VM
programming language (Layer 4), executed by a
particular virtual machine (Layer 3), and becomes
part of the blockchain state (Layer 2). The off-chain
part links the smart contract business logic to the
outside world.
The UI layer is the interface of the blockchain applications as presented to its users. This layer calls
the underlying functionalities in the business logic
layer.
Identifying Topics

Our research goals involve identifying the discussion topics in blockchain platforms. We used user-specified tags
as a starting point to discover general discussion topics.
However, these tags fail to provide fine-grained categorization information. Instead, they simply provide us with a
general sense of a question. For example, knowing that
a question has a “bitcoin” tag fails to tell us whether it
is a wallet related issue or a cryptocurrency related issue.
The drawback of tags motivates us to consider a different
approach to discover the discussion topics in blockchain
related discussions. As a result, we use LDA to capture finegrained discussion topics in our dataset.
LDA implementation. We use the implementation of LDA
in the gensim Python library8 , which implements online
LDA [42] - an online variational Bayes (VB) algorithm for
LDA. We notice that prior work [77] proposed generic
algorithms based approach to determine LDA parameters
when applying LDA to the source code. They claimed that
source code is much more repetitive and predictable as
compared to natural language; thus, using parameters for
natural language texts did not always produce expected
results. However, our corpora only include natural language
texts. Thus, we run gensim LDA for five passes with K
topics and default settings for all the other parameters.
Number of topics. The number of topics of LDA, denoted
K , is a user-specified parameter that influences the performance and provides control over the granularity of the
8

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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discovered topics [12]. Coherence measures are proposed to
rate the understandability of the discovered topics by topic
models [71]. To find the optimal K values to derive topics
with high coherence, we experimented with different values
of K to capture topics with the highest coherence measures.
We used coherence measures to quantify the coherence of a
fact set [17]. Specifically, we the set K of our LDA models
to range between 5 and 50 with a step of 5 respectively.
We used the gensim module CoherenceModel to calculate
the topic coherence for each computed LDA model (i.e.,
5, 10, 15, ..., 50). The gensim module CoherenceModel
implements the Röder et al.’s four-stage topic coherence
pipeline [80].
Option A: single LDA run for all corpora. We started by
building a single topic model for our studied dataset. We ran
LDA with different topic numbers, and found that the topic
models with 10 topics achieve the optimal topic coherence.
The 10 discovered topics include Wallet, Hyperledger Fabric,
Smart Contract, Transaction, Client, API, Consensus Protocol,
Cryptocurrency, Corda, and npm. We notice that discovered
these topics are of different levels of granularity and at different layers of our proposed reference architecture: (1) The
Hyperledger Fabric and Corda topics are blockchain platforms;
(2) The Wallet, Smart Contract, and Cryptocurrency topics reside at the application layer of the reference architecture; (3)
The API and Client topics are at the API layer of the reference
architecture; (4) The Transaction, Client, Consensus Protocol
topics discuss important building blocks of the consensus
layer; (5) The npm topic discusses a package manager for
JavaScript, which is a development tool.
As shown in prior work [46], LDA is biased towards
larger sized corpora. In our case, the resulting topics are
primarily derived from the Bitcoin and Ethereum platforms.
This is because Bitcoin corpus and Ethereum corpus dominate the dataset in sheer size over other corpora. The
discovered topics are not suitable for further analysis of
commonalities and differences across blockchain platforms.
Option B: one LDA run per corpus. We leveraged userspecified tags to categorize the posts in our Stack Overflow
dataset based on blockchain platforms. First, we identified
the tags co-occurring with top-ranked platform tags, i.e.,
“bitcoin”, “ethereum”, “hyperledger” and “corda”, respectively. The co-occurring tags with each platform tag became
one group of tags. Then, we recognized exclusive tags in
each group. The lists of exclusive tags for each group are
shown in Table 2. Finally, we categorized the posts in our
Stack Overflow dataset using these lists. As a result, our
Stack Overflow dataset breaks into five corpora: 1,158 posts
related to Bitcoin, 821 posts related to Ethereum, 1,328 posts
related to Hyperledger Fabric, 190 posts related to Corda,
and other 401 non-platform specific posts.
We further combined the Stack Overflow dataset with
the Stack Exchange dataset and obtained five corpora: 18,092
posts in Bitcoin corpus, 12,792 posts in Ethereum corpus,
1,328 posts in Hyperledger Fabric corpus, 190 posts in Corda
corpus, and 401 posts in non-platform specific corpus. We
then executed one LDA run per corpus to capture topics for
each corpus in our dataset. This process allowed us to use
a different number of K topics for each corpus based on its
complexity and richness.
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TABLE 2
List of tags used to categorize blockchain-related posts on Stack
Overflow.
Bitcoin
bitcoin
bitcoind
bitcoinj
bitcoin-testnet
nbitcoin
bitcoinlib

Ethereum
ethereum
solidity
smartcontracts
truffle
web3js

Hyperledger
hyperledger
hyperledger-fabric
hyperledger-composer
hyperledger-explorer

Application Layer

Development Tools

On-chain

Off-chain

B E
Cryptocurrency

E
Smart Contract

E

H
DAO

E
Wallet

B

E
Truffle

Chaincode
C

H
CorDapp

Composer
Playground

API Layer
H
Command Line
B

E

H C
Client

Corda
corda

VM PL Layer

B

H

Web API
H

Composer
Rest Server

E
SDK

Solidity

Virtual Machine Layer
E
C
Ethereum Virtual Machine
Java Virtual Machine

B

E H C
Transaction

C
State

B

E H C
Network

Consensus Layer
E
Account

H

B

B

Orderer

Address
Peer-to-Peer Network Layer
B E H C
H
Storage

E
Mining

Channel

H

H
Certificate Authority

Identity

B
Bitcoin
E
Ethereum
H
Hyperledger Fabric
C
Corda

Fig. 2. Mapping of the studied Blockchain Platforms to the Reference
Architecture of the Blockchain Domain.

3.2.4

Mapping Topics Using the Reference Architecture

Different blockchain platforms provide various specific implementations for the aforementioned layers in the reference
architecture. To enable us to study various platforms simultaneously, we mapped the concepts in different blockchain
platforms to the different layers of our derived reference
architecture. The architecture-mapped concepts are depicted
in Fig. 2.
Application layer. Bitcoin and Ethereum platforms both
have Cryptocurrency as their on-chain application layer and
wallets as their off-chain application layer. Chaincode and
CorDapp are the specific implementations of smart contracts
on the Hyperledger Fabric and Corda platforms respectively.
API layer. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric and
Corda platforms provide specific clients to access
blockchains, e.g., bitcoind in Bitcoin and go-ethereum (geth)
in Ethereum. The Bitcoin platform also provides Web APIs,
e.g, blockchain.info-api. In addition, the Hyperledger Fabric
platform provides a command-line interface and SDKs in

multiple languages (e.g., fabric-sdk-node for Node.js
and fabric-sdk-java for Java).
VM programming language layer. Solidity9 is a contractoriented, high-level language for implementing smart contracts on the Ethereum platform. It is designed for the
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
Virtual machine layer. Ethereum smart contracts run in
the EVM, which handles states and computation on the
Ethereum platform. CordApps run in the Java Virtual Machine which handles states and computations on the Corda
platform.
Consensus layer. The four studied platforms use two different transaction models to keep track of transactions in their
consensus layer, i.e., UTXO (unspent transaction output)
model10 and account model. In a UTXO model, transactions
are linked to each other in a consumer-producer model:
Each transaction takes current entries in the ledger as input
to produce new entries as output. In an account model,
stateful accounts are maintained on the ledger: each transaction takes the form of requests to update the current state
of these accounts. The Bitcoin and Corda platforms use a
UTXO model, while the Ethereum and Hyperledger platforms use an account model. A Bitcoin address is a unique
identifier that represents the origin or the destination of a
transaction. An Ethereum Account represents the identity
of an external agent (e.g., human personas, mining nodes
or automated agents), which has an account balance (and
contract storage if it is a contract account). A Corda State is
an immutable object representing a fact of any kind (e.g.,
stocks, bonds, and loans) at a specific point in time. A
Hyperledger Fabric Orderer provides an ordering service
that orders transactions in a block. Mining is the process
of coming into consensus about the validity of transactions.
Peer-to-peer network layer. Each blockchain platform manages a distributed ledger using a peer-to-peer network. The
network adheres to a protocol of inter-node communication.
The protocol enables the validation of new blocks. Nodes
in the network of different blockchain platforms leverage
different solutions for data storage, e.g., Hyperledger Fabric
uses CouchDB for the state database.
In the Hyperledger Fabric platform, each actor (nodes
and applications) in the network has a digital identity that is
encapsulated within an X.509 digital certificate. Identities determine the exact permissions over resources and access to
information that actors have in the network. The certificates
are issued by Certificate Authority component - Hyperledger
Fabric CA. The Channel is a mechanism by which actors
within a blockchain network can communicate and transact
privately. Actors in a channel come together to collectively
share and manage identical copies of the ledger for that
channel.
Development tools. Truffle is an Ethereum development
framework that helps developers debug, deploy, and test
smart contracts. Hyperledger Composer Playground provides a user interface for the configuration, deployment,
and testing of Hyperledger Fabric business networks. The
Hyperledger Composer REST Server11 can be used to gen9

https://github.com/ethereum/solidity
https://docs.corda.net
11
https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/latest/reference/restserver
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erate a REST API from a deployed business network. The
REST API can be easily consumed by HTTP or REST clients.
To clarify the semantics of the topics and ease readability,
we synthesized a textual label that summarizes each topic.
Specifically, we examined the top words in a topic and
reviewed a random sample of 10 questions whose dominant
topics are assigned to that topic. We further validated the
topic names with two domain experts. By comparing top
words of each topic with the architecture-mapped concepts
(see Fig. 2), we map the labeled topics into layers of our
derived reference architecture. We conduct further analysis
based on the architecture-mapped topics.
3.2.5 Metrics and Analysis
We apply LDA to each corpus in our dataset, obtaining a set
of K topics (z1 , ..., zk ) and a set of topic probability vectors.
Topics are distributions over the unique words in each
corpus; the topic probability vector of each post indicates the
proportion of words that come from each of the K topics.
We denote the probability of a particular topic zk in post
d
i as θ(di , zk ). Note that ∀i, k : 0 ≤ θ(di , zk ) ≤ 1 and ∀i :
P
k
1 θ(di , zk ) = 1.
Dominant topic.
As used in [77], [81], we define the dominant topic for
each post as the topic with the highest topic probability.
The concept of a dominant topic allows us to cluster the
posts based on their topic probability vectors. Formally, the
dominant topic of a post di is defined as

dominant(di ) = zk : θ(di , zk ) = max(θ(di , zj )), 1 ≤ j ≤ K
(1)
Topic popularity. We define topic popularity for each topic
zk within a corpus cj as
|{di }|
: dominant(di ) = zk , 1 ≤ i ≤ cj
|cj |
(2)
We define topic popularity for an architecture-mapped
topic M within a corpus cj as
X
popularity(zk , cj )
(3)
popularity(M, cj ) =
popularity(zk , cj ) =

zk ∈M

We define topic popularity for the topics at an architecture layer L within a corpus cj as
X
popularity(L, cj ) =
popularity(zk , cj )
(4)
zk ∈L

Topic trends over time. To analyze the temporal trends of
topics, we define the absolute impact metric of a topic zk in
month m as
X
impactabsolute (zk , m) =
θ(di , zk )
(5)
di ∈D(m)

where D(m) is the set of posts in month m. The absolute
impact metric measures the absolute proportion of posts
related to a particular topic zk in a particular month m.
We further define the absolute impact metric of topics at
a particular architectural layer L in month m as
X
impactabsolute (L, m) =
impactabsolute (zk , m) (6)
zk ∈L

8

We define the relative impact metric of topic zk in month
m within corpus c as defined in [12]:
X
1
impactrelative (c, zk , m) =
θ(di , zk ) (7)
|D(c, m)|
di ∈D(c,m)

where D(c, m) is the set of posts in month m within the
corpus c where zk is discovered. The relative impact metric
measures the relative proportion of posts related to a particular topic zk in a particular month m.
We define the relative impact metric of architecturemapped topic ak in month m within corpus c as
X
impactrelative (c, ak , m) =
impactrelative (c, zk , m)
zk ∈ak

(8)
We define the relative impact metric of topics at a particular architectural layer L in month m within corpus c as
X
impactrelative (c, L, m) =
impactrelative (c, zk , m) (9)
zk ∈L

where D(m) is the set of posts in month m.

4

R ESULTS

We now present the results of applying our research
methodology on our dataset. We succinctly answer each of
our research questions.
4.1

RQ1. What blockchain issues are being discussed?

Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric and Corda are the
four most commonly-discussed blockchain platforms on
the Stack Exchange communities. In addition, the Stack
Exchange communities discussed about other blockchain
technologies, e.g., IOTA12 , Dogecoin13 , and Eris14 . The first
post on Stack Exchange appears in May 2011 for Bitcoin,
May 2015 for Ethereum, March 2016 for Hyperledger Fabric,
and July 2016 for Corda, respectively.
LDA discovered topics. We discover 45 topics from the
five corpora in our dataset, 10 for Bitcoin corpus, 10 for
Ethereum corpus, 15 for Hyperledger Fabric corpus, 5 for
Corda corpus, and 5 for non-platform specific corpus. The
details of the discovered topics and their top key words
are shown in Table 8 (see Appendix C). We then identify
the dominant topic for each post by using the dominant
topic metric (1). We classify the posts according to their
dominant topic, and measure popularity (2) for each topic.
The topics within each corpus are arranged in descending
order according to the topic popularity. Table 9 in Appendix
C shows the trendline of each topic in the third column,
using the relative topic impact metric (7). These trendlines
give us an indication of the rise or fall of interest in a
particular topic.
Architecture-mapped topics. Table 3 present the
architecture-mapped topics discovered by our methodology.
The first column shows the architecture-mapped topics.
From the second to the sixth column, the length of each
rectangle indicates the proportion of posts in a particular
12

https://www.iota.org
https://dogecoin.com
14
https://erisindustries.com
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TABLE 3
The architecture-mapped topics in the five studies corpora. “× number” indicates the number of low-level topics that are mapped into a particular
architecture-mapped topic. The length of rectangles indicates the percentage of posts in a particular topic within a corpus (relative to the column).
Topics
Application Layer
Cryptocurrency
Wallet
Smart Contract
DAO
API Layer
Client
Web API
Java SDK
Library
VM PL Layer
Solidity
Consensus Layer
Transaction
Address
Mining
Account
Orderer
State
Network Layer
Network
Storage
Channel
Fabric CA
Identity
Development Tools
Truffle
Playground
REST Server

Bitcoin

Ethereum

×1
×2

×1
×1
×1
×1

×1
×1

×1

Hyperledger Fabric

Corda

×2

×1

×2

×1

×1
×3
×1
×1
×1
×1

×1

×1

×1

×2

×1
×1
×1
×1
×1

×1

×1
×1
×2
×1
×1

×1

×1
×1
×1

topic within a corpus (relative to column). “× number”
indicates the number of low-level topics that are mapped
into a particular architecture-mapped topic. We present a
subset of representative example posts for each topic in
Appendix D. For the rest of our analysis, we focus our
discussions on architectural layer or architecture-mapped
topics instead of examining each specific raw topic.
We discover 45 topics from the five corpora in our dataset,
10 for Bitcoin corpus, 10 for Ethereum corpus, 15 for Hyperledger Fabric corpus, 5 for Corda corpus, and 5 for nonplatform specific corpus.
Out of the 45 topics, the Application layer, API layer, VM
Programming Language layer, Consensus layer, Peer-toPeer Network layer, and Developer Tools topics account for
10, 10, 1, 11, 10, 3 topics, respectively.

4.2 RQ2. How do discussion topics vary across different architectural layers?
4.2.1

Non-Platform Specific

Topic Popularity

We compared the popularity of topics at each architectural
layer for our studied corpora. The barplot in Fig. 3 shows the
topic popularity at various architectural layers. Discussions
of the Application layer topics have the highest topic popularity (33.2%), followed by the discussions of the Consensus
layer topics (26.5%). The top 2 contributors to the popularity
of the Application layer topics are the Cryptocurrency topic
(9.2%) for Bitcoin and the Smart Contract topic for Ethereum
(7.2%).

The Application layer topics exhibit the highest popularity
(33.2%) in blockchain discussions. The Bitcoin: Cryptocurrency and Ethereum: Smart Contract topics are most responsible for the popularity of Application layer topics.
4.2.2 Topic Absolute Impact
We investigated the trends of absolute impact of the topics
at various architectural layers. We calculated the absolute
impact scores (6) for the topics at different architectural
layers between the time period of their first appearance and
the time period of their last appearance. Fig. 3 plots the
absolute topic impact of various architectural layers from
May 2011 and November 2017. We observed an overall
increase in the absolute topic impact for all the architectural
layer topics. The significant increase in absolute topic impact
indicates the growth of the blockchain communities on Stack
Exchange, with no signs of a “tipping point” in the growth.
Among the topics of various layers, the Application
layer topics are most responsible for the increasing trend in
absolute impact over time, especially its intensive increase
in absolute impact since November 2015. We further plotted
the absolute impact scores of the top contributors in application layer - the Cryptocurrency topic in Bitcoin (Fig. 5(a))
and the Smart Contract topic in Ethereum (Fig. 5(b)), and the
market prices of Bitcoin and Ethereum. We computed the
Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients between
the absolute impact of the Cryptocurrency topic in Bitcoin
and Bitcoin market prices (cor = 0.76, p-value<7.2e-16),
and between absolute impact of the Smart Contract topic
in Ethereum and Ethereum market prices (cor = 0.92, pvalue<2.5e-12). The absolute impact of top-contributor top-
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Fig. 3. The popularity and absolute impact scores of the topics at various architectural layers in our dataset between May 2011 and November
2017.
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Fig. 4. The relative impact scores of topics at various architectural layers in our dataset between August 2015 and November 2017.

ics is strongly associated with the market price. The rising
market price may provide a strong incentive to the growth
of the blockchain communities on Stack Exchange.
Interestingly, the absolute impact of top contributors
at the Application layer over time is likely to mirror the
evolution of the blockchain technology [85]. Specifically,
Blockchain 1.0 describes cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, enabling the transactions of digital property; Blockchain 2.0
describes more complex interaction, the creation of new
decentralized economies and financial instruments, based
upon “smart contracts”, as offered by Ethereum.

We observe that the topics at the Application and Consensus layers showed comparable relative impact before
January 2016. The increase in the relative impact of the
Application layer topics is likely associated with the introduction of Ethereum Stack Exchange site in August 2015.
From August 2015 to January 2016, the Consensus layer
and application layer topics for Ethereum have undergone
extensive changes in relative impact: the Consensus layer
topics have experienced a sharp decrease, and later exhibited a relatively flat trend; Meanwhile, the Application
topics for Ethereum have undergone an intense increase.
Since January 2016, the Application layer topics are the key
The absolute impact shows an overall increasing trend drivers of the relative impact across architectural layers.
across architectural layers. The Application layer topics The Ethereum community on Stack Exchange appears to be
grow fastest in absolute impact since November 2015. more concerned about Application layer than other layers.
Among Application layer topics, the evolution of absolute
We further checked whether the relative impact of topics
impact of the Bitcoin: Cryptocurrency and Ethereum: Smart at each architectural layer is increasing or decreasing over
Contract topics is strongly associated with cryptocurrency time to a statistically significant degree using the Cox Stuart
market price.
trend test [26]. The Application layer (p-value = 0.0047)

4.2.3

Topic Relative Impact

We measure the relative impact scores (9) for each of the
various architectural layers for our studied corpora. Fig. 4
plots the relative impact scores of topics at each architectural
layer. The relative impact scores indicate the evolution of
relative proportions of the topics at each architectural layer.

and Development Tools topics (p-value = 0.0065) have a
statistically significant increasing trend; The Consensus (pvalue = 0.027) and Network layer topics (p-value = 1.7e-07)
have a statistically significant decreasing trend; The API and
VM Programming Language layer topics have a constant
trend.
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Fig. 6. The topic popularity at various architectural layers across the
studied blockchain platforms.
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bring disastrous damages. It is critical to thoroughly test
smart contracts and reason about the correctness of smart
contracts before their deployment. High-level programming
60
100
30
50
languages (e.g., Solidity and Serpent) have been designed
0
0
to facilitate the development of smart contracts. Future
research could take into consideration bug detection and
localization techniques for smart contract oriented program(b) the Smart Contract topic in Ethereum
ming languages.
The API layer topics are discussed across the studied
Fig. 5. The absolute impact scores of top contributors among application
blockchain
platforms. Among application layer topics, the
layer topics, as compared with the trends of market prices of Bitcoin and
Client topic is popular across all studied blockchain platEthereum.
forms. Note that different blockchain platforms provide implementations of clients according to distinct protocols, e.g.,
The Application layer topics have become a clear winbitcoind in Bitcoin and geth in Ethereum. bitcoind has been
ner across architectural layers since January 2016, which
bundled with original Bitcoin client (the Satoshi client) from
attributed to the growth of Application layer topics in
version 0.2.6 to 0.4.9, and with Bitcoin Core since version
Ethereum discussions on Stack Exchange.
0.5.0. From January 2009 to November 2017, bitcoind has in
total 84 releases and the latest release is version 0.15.115 .
4.3 RQ3. How do discussion topics vary across differFrom February 2014 to November 2017, geth has in total 105
ent blockchain platforms?
releases and the latest release is version 1.7.316 .
RQ3 considers the topic popularity and topic evoluThe Consensus layer topics are discussed across the
tion across different blockchain platforms. The compari- studied blockchain platforms. Among Consensus layer
son across blockchain platforms gives us valuable insights topics, the Transaction topic is popular across all studied
about the similarities and differences in topics of various blockchain platforms. Questions related to the Transaction
blockchain platforms. We first measured the topic popu- topic discuss building, sending, analyzing and validating
larity for the topics at various architectural layers across transactions, cryptographic primitives in transactions, transthe studied blockchain platforms. Fig. 6 plots the topic action fees, etc. Failures in transactions intensively hurt the
popularity at various architecture layers (4) for each of the reliability and usability of blockchain platforms. To improve
studied blockchain platforms. We then measured the trends the reliability and usability of blockchain platforms, it is
in the absolute topic impact of topics across the studied essential to develop transaction-aware software engineering
blockchain platforms. Finally, we compared the trends in tools (e.g., transaction-level debugger, logger and testing
the relative topic impact of the architecture-mapped topics tool) to help practitioners manipulate transactions throughacross the studied blockchain platforms.
out the transaction life cycle.
The Network layer topics are discussed across the stud4.3.1 Topic Popularity
ied blockchain platforms. Among Network layer topics, the
The Application layer topics are discussed across the
Storage topic is popular across all studied blockchain platstudied blockchain platforms. Besides the absence of smart
forms. The Storage topics concerned about “storing” data
contracts in the Bitcoin platform, the Smart Contract topic
for the blockchain platforms, including the ledger and meta
is popular across our studied blockchain platforms. Nodata (e.g., state). Bitcoin and Hyperledger Fabric separately
tice that different blockchain platforms support different
store the data: ledger into raw files and meta data into
smart contracts, i.e., Smart Contract for Ethereum, Chaincode
databases; while Ethereum and Corda store all the data into
for Hyperledger Fabric, CorDapp for Corda. In contrast
databases. Different platforms provide various options for
to traditional distributed applications, smart contracts are
database storage, e.g., LevelDB, CouchDB, RocksDB, H2,
irreversible and immutable, i.e., they cannot be patched
when bugs are detected. There is no way to fix a buggy
15
smart contract without reversing the blockchain regardless
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Bitcoind
16
of its popularity. Meanwhile, bugs in a smart contract could
https://github.com/ethereum/go-ethereum/releases

17
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Bitcoin Core 0.11 (ch 2): Data
Storage
18
https://ethereum.stackexchange.com/questions/28976/
leveldb-in-geth-key-and-values
19
https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.4/
ledger/ledger.html#blockchain
20
https://docs.corda.net/node-database.html
21
https://github.com/ethereum/serpent
22
http://lll-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/lll introduction.html
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We plotted the absolute impact of topics for the studied
blockchain platforms in Fig. 7. As of November 2017, Bitcoin
and Ethereum received absolute impact scores up to three
orders of magnitude; The absolute impact scores of Hyperledger and Corda are two and one order(s) of magnitude,
respectively.
The absolute impact of architectural layer topics exhibits an increasing trend, but with different speeds across
blockchain platforms. The subplots in Fig. 7 suggest that
the topics at each architectural layer across the studied
blockchain platforms exhibit an increasing trend. We used
the implementation of Cox Stuart trend test [26] in the
snpar R package to determine if the increasing trend is
statistically significant as shown in Table 4. In all topics
except Hyperledger Fabric: Application and Corda: Network, the
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The Application, API, Consensus and Network layer topics
are discussed across the studied blockchain platforms, but
exhibit different distributions in topic popularity.

1400
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PostgreSQL, and SQLServer17 18 19 20 .
The distributions of topic popularity at various architectural layers differ across blockchain platforms. As
the representative platform of Blockchain 1.0, Bitcoin has
a relatively balanced distribution. Other platforms have
relatively unbalanced distributions of topic popularity at
various layers. As the representative platform of Blockchain
2.0, Ethereum discussions have the greatest popularity for
the Application layer topics. As the innovative technology
of Blockchain 2.0, the Smart Contract topic at the Application
layer has attracted most of the interest in Ethereum. As the
successors of Blockchain 2.0 platforms, Hyperledger Fabric
discussions have the greatest popularity in the topics at the
Network layer. The topics with greatest popularity are at the
Consensus layer for Corda.
The topics at the VM Programming layer are only
popular in Ethereum, the topics at the Development Tool
layer are only popular in Ethereum and Hyperledger
Fabric. The VM programming language layer topics are only
popular in Ethereum because only the Ethereum platform
has its own programming languages (e.g., Solidity, Serpent21
and LLL22 ) that are designed to target the Ethereum Virtual
Machine. Other platforms do not have programming languages that are specially designed for them. For instance,
Chaincode (smart contracts in Hyperledger Fabric) can be
written in Go, node.js and other programming languages.
The topics related to development tools are only popular
in Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric because only these
two platforms have representative development tools, i.e.,
Truffle for Ethereum and Hyperledger Composer for Hyperledger Fabric.
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(d) Corda
Fig. 7. The absolute impact scores of the studied blockchain platforms,
as compared with the trends of market prices of Bitcoin and Ethereum.

results reveal that the increasing trend in absolute impact
is statistically significant. The studied blockchain platforms
gained the absolute impact at different speeds.
The growth of absolute impact mirrors the growth of
market prices of cryptocurrencies. As plotted in Fig. 7(a)
and 7(b), the topic impact of Bitcoin and Ethereum grew
with the market price of their corresponding cryptocurrency.
The growth of topic impact and market price followed a
similar pattern, but with different speeds. The coefficients of
the Pearson’s product-moment correlation suggest that the
topic impact is strongly associated with the market price for
Bitcoin (cor = 0.80, p-value < 2.2e-16) and Ethereum (cor =
0.90, p-value < 4.0e-12). The Bitcoin price grew around two
times faster than the absolute impact of Bitcoin topics, while
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TABLE 4
The p-values of Cox Stuart trend tests with the hypothesis of increasing trends in the absolute impact of topics at each architectural layer (“**”
indicates p-value < 0.01, “*” indicates p-value < 0.05).

Application
API
VM PL
Consensus
Network
Dev Tools

Bitcoin
4.7e-03 **
1.5e-04 **
3.5e-05
1.2e-02

**
*

Ethereum
3.1e-05 **
3.1e-05 **
3.1e-05 **
3.1e-05 **
3.1e-05 **
3.1e-05 **

TABLE 5
The Person’s product-moment coefficients of correlations between the
absolute impact of topics at architectural layers and Bitcoin/Ethereum
prices (p-value < 0.001).

Application
API
VM PL
Consensus
Network
Dev Tools

Bitcoin Price
0.81
0.75
0.78
0.77
-

Ethereum Price
0.92
0.83
0.87
0.89
0.88
0.89

the growth rate of Ethereum price is approximately 13% of
the growth rate of Ethereum topics’ absolute impact.
The absolute impact of the Application layer topics
has the strongest association with the market price of a
cryptocurrency, while the topic impact at the API layer
has the weakest association with the market price. Table
5 shows the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients between topic impact at each architectural layer and
market price for Bitcoin and Ethereum. There is a general
pattern of strong association (cor > 0.75, p-value < 0.001)
between topic impact at each architectural layer and market
price across Bitcoin and Ethereum. It is interesting that
the topic impact at the Application layer is most strongly
associated with the market price for Bitcoin and Ethereum,
respectively, compared to other layers. Meanwhile, the topic
impact at the API layer is most weakly associated with the
market price for Bitcoin and Ethereum, respectively. It is
likely that the price movements of cryptocurrencies attract
more interest from users than developers, and users’ interests might prompt more discussions around applicationrelated topics.
The jumps in absolute impact coincided with the
fluctuation of cryptocurrency price. The Bitcoin discussions
on Stack Exchange experienced a “jump” in absolute topic
impact in April 2013. Due to processing delays from payment processors, the Bitcoin price dropped from 266 USD to
76 USD before returning to 160 USD within six hours23 .
In addition to the market price, we observed other
factors that may associate with the impact of discussions:
The absolute impact increased by order of magnitude
following the introduction of a specialized Stack Exchange
site on the domain. The Stack Exchange sites of Bitcoin
and Ethereum had their first questions posted on August
30, 2011 and January 20, 2016, respectively. Consequently,
23
http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2013/04/
inside-the-bitcoin-bubble-bitinstants-ceo.html?gtm=bottom&gtm=
bottom

Hyperledger Fabric
0.055
9.8e-04 **

Corda
1.6e-02 *
3.1e-02 *

9.8e-04
9.8e-04
9.8e-04

3.1e-02
0.063

**
**
**

*

Bitcoin reached its first sudden peak in September 2011,
while Ethereum had a fast growth in January 2016.
Many jumps in the absolute impact coincide with
news coverage. It is likely that if any news of a blockchain
platform is widely distributed, the platform will attract great
interest from the public, and the topic impact of that platform on Stack Exchange would jump. On December 5, 2013,
The People’s Bank of China prohibited Chinese financial
institutions from using Bitcoin cryptocurrency. The absolute
topic impact of Bitcoin experienced a “jump” in December
of 2013 as shown in Fig. 7(a). In May 2016, a smart contract
on the Ethereum blockchain named “The DAO” managed
to gather 12.7 million Ethereum cryptocurrency, which is
worth 150 million USD at the time, making it the biggest
crowdfund ever. However, on June 17, 2016, an attacker
successfully exploited a bug in the DAO project and put approximately 60 million USD under her control24 . Finally, the
Ethereum community decided to hard-fork the Ethereum
blockchain and discarded the transaction involved in the
attack. The absolute topic impact of Ethereum experienced
a “jump” due to “The DAO” event.
The absolute impact of architectural layer topics exhibits
an upward trend, but grows at different speeds across
blockchain platforms.
The growth of absolute impact mirrors the growth of cryptocurrency’s market price, especially for the absolute impact
of Application layer topics.
Many jumps in absolute impact coincide with fluctuation
of market price, the introduction of specific Stack Exchange
site, and exposure of news.
4.3.3 Topic Relative Impact
We performed Cox Stuart trend test to assess whether
there is an increasing or decreasing trend in the relative
impact of topics at a particular architectural layer within
each studied blockchain platform. Fig. 8 plots the relative impact of architectural-layer topics with statistically
significant trends (p-value < 0.05). The results indicate
that (1) although the absolute impact is increasing, the
breakdown of absolute impact across architectural layers
within each blockchain platform is relatively stable over
time, especially for Ethereum and Corda; (2) for Bitcoin, the
absolute impact of the Consensus layer topics grows faster
than other layer topics over time; (3) for Hyperledger Fabric,
the absolute impact of the Application and API layer topics
grows slower, while the absolute impact of the Consensus,
24
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Among the API layer topics in Hyperledger Fabric, the
Client topic is most responsible for the decreasing trend
on API layer topics. Within Hyperledger Fabric, the Client
topic exhibited a downward trend starting with the greatest
relative impact since its first appearance of the topic in April
2016. Note that Hyperledger Fabric launched its first release
v0.1.0 on 16 February 201626 . Two months later, discussions
of the Client topic appeared on Stack Overflow. At that time,
the documentation for Hyperledger Fabric only included
two sections related to its client (Peer) in the README.md
file27 . After a developer preview release (v0.5) was launched
on 21 June 2016, the documentation for Hyperledger Fabric
has continued to evolve, from a single README.md file to a
structured website28 . The decreasing trend might associate
with the immaturity in documentation and lack of tutorials at the beginning. Generating clear and comprehensive
documentation and tutorials may be useful to address this
problem. The knowledge and experience sharing nature of
Stack Exchange should motivate researchers to focus on
innovative ways to generate and clarify documentation by
utilizing the knowledge repositories.

(b) Decreasing trends
Fig. 8. The relative impact scores of the architectural layer topics with
statistically significant trends.

Network and Development Tools layers grows faster than
the other layer topics over time. We further demystify below
the statistically significant trends in relative impact.
The increasing trend in relative impact of Consensus
layer topics for Bitcoin combines the decrease in relative
impact of the Mining topic (p-value = 9.7e-09), and the
increase in relative impact of the Transaction (p-value = 9.7e09) and Address topics (p-value = 0.0032). The interest in
the Mining topic grows slowly over time. Bitcoin miners
gave way to large corporations. Cryptocurrency mining
became more complicated after significant players came out.
This might be associated with the decreasing trend in the
relative impact of the Mining topic. On the other hand,
the growth of interest in the Transaction topic appears to
continue to increase over time. Bitcoin platform processes a
growing number of transaction per day, but still amounts
to approximately 0.7 transactions per second (TPS) [82]. The
discussions of the Transaction could serve as inspiration for
future research and practice.
The Smart Contract topics constitute the Application
layer topics for Hyperledger Fabric. The impact of the Smart
Contract topic grows faster than other topics initially since
March 2016. We observed an inflection point of relative impact in October 2016. In fact, on September 16, 2016, Hyperledger Fabric released its v0.6.0-preview version. V0.6.0preview release is the last release under the original architecture and implements the smart contract environment.
All subsequent releases deliver on the v1.0 architecture25 .
The inflection point appears to lag behind the release of a
new architecture. It is likely that the community will react to
important release of the software, but the interest will fade
away later.
25
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The breakdown of topic impact across architectural layer is
stable over time except Hyperledger Fabric.
For Ethereum discussions, the growth of interest slows
down in the “Consensus: Mining” topic, but speed up in the
“Consensus: Transaction” and “Consensus: Address” topics.
For Hyperledger Fabric discussions, an inflection point appeared in the relative impact of the “Application: Smart
Contract” topic, which might associate with its important
release; The slow-down of interest in the “Client” topic
might associate with the maturity of documentation.

5

D ISCUSSIONS

5.1

Implications

Community Evolution. Examining the results of the analysis, we note that the blockchain communities on Stack Exchange have been increasing significantly in volume. There
appear no signs of stagnation in topic impact. Interestingly,
the Ethereum community gains comparable topic impact to
the Bitcoin community within two and half years, demonstrating the great potential of community growth.
The communities of the various blockchain platforms
show different structures of interest in the discussed topics
across architectural layers. The structure of interest is likely
associated with the inherent features of each platform. For
instance, the Ethereum community is more interested in
topics at the Application layer compared to other layers;
meanwhile, the Smart Contract topic, as an inherent feature
of Ethereum, is most responsible for the popularity of Application layer topics. The structure of interest is also likely
associated with the structure of community contributors.
Future studies are needed to better characterize the contributors of the blockchain communities on Stack Exchange,
26
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e.g., the evolution of active contributors, participation patterns of contributors and their motivation of participation.
The Bitcoin and Ethereum communities are likely to be
impacted by the fluctuation of cryptocurrency prices and
external events. For instance, we observed that jumps in
the topic impact of Bitcoin coincide with drops and rises
in Bitcoin price; similarly, the topic impact of Ethereum
went through a jump within “The DAO” event. Are the discussions of cryptocurrency communities on Stack Exchange
merely hype-based, or offering technological contributions?
Future in-depth studies are needed to determine if Stack
Exchange discussions in other communities are impacted
by such non-technical aspect as well or if our observations
are specific to the blockchain communities.

discussions. In contrast to traditional distributed applications, smart contracts are irreversible and immutable, i.e.,
smart contracts cannot be patched when bugs are detected.
There is no way to patch a buggy smart contract without
reversing the blockchain regardless of its popularity. Meanwhile, bugs in a smart contract might bring disastrous damages. Reasoning about the correctness of smart contracts
before deployment is critical. High-level programming languages (e.g., Solidity30 and Serpent31 ) have been designed
to facilitate the development of smart contracts. Future research should take into consideration the techniques that are
related to bug detection and localization for smart contract
oriented programming languages.

Documentation Support. We notice that the API topic is
commonly discussed across the studied blockchain platforms, and exhibits a high impact at the beginning since the
topic first appeared. For Bitcoin and Ethereum, the impact
of the API layer topics has the weakest association with
cryptocurrency prices as compared to other layer topics.
This phenomenon is likely associated with the immaturity
in the documentation and lack of tutorials at the beginning,
and lack of updates for documentation later on. Generating clear and comprehensive documentation and tutorials
is vital to the continuous development of the blockchain
communities. The knowledge and experience sharing nature
of Stack Exchange should motivate researchers to focus on
innovative ways to generate documentation by leveraging
such rich knowledge repositories.
Transaction-level Tools. The Transaction topic is popular
across the studied blockchain platforms in our dataset.
Questions related to the Transaction topic include building, sending, analyzing and validating transactions, cryptographic primitives in transactions, transaction fees, etc.
Failures in transactions negatively impact the reliability and
usability of blockchain platforms. To improve the reliability
and usability of blockchain platforms, it is essential to
develop software engineering tools (e.g., transaction-level
debuggers, logging, and testing tools) to help practitioners
carefully trace transactions throughout their life cycle.
Security Concerns. We note that the DAO topic in Ethereum
experienced a sharp decline in impact since October 2016.
This decline happened three months after the DAO attack29 .
In June 2017, an attacker successfully exploited a bug in the
DAO project and put approximately 60 million dollars under her control. Finally, the Ethereum community decided to
hard-fork the Ethereum blockchain and discarded the transactions that are involved in the attack. Future research could
be conducted on security analysis, vulnerability detection
and security hardening for blockchain platforms. Testing
techniques can also enhance the security and reliability of
blockchain platforms. Blockchain specific testing techniques
should be based on the decentralized and security-critical
nature of blockchain platforms.

5.2

Smart Contract. Topics related to smart contracts are popular across the studied blockchain platforms in our dataset.
The Smart Contract topics account in total for 18.4%, 28.4%,
and 16.5% of the Ethereum, Corda and Hyperledger Fabric

Internal Validity. When performing our LDA computation,
choosing the optimal number of topics (K ) is difficult. To
alleviate this threat, we used Röder et al.’s four-stage topic
coherence pipeline to calculate the topic coherence for our
built LDA models with different values of K . We selected
the topic models with optimal K that produced topics with
the highest coherence. In addition, LDA gives different
results when running it several times on the same corpus
since it is a probabilistic method. It is possible that our topic
results are random to some degree. To mitigate this risk, we
ran our LDA models three times, and compared the optimal
number of topics and topics across each model. We found
no significant differences in the optimal K between the LDA
runs.
External Validity. Our potential threat to external validity is
that our study only includes the dataset of Stack Overflow
and two Stack Exchange sites. Although Stack Overflow and
Stack Exchange are top development Q&A websites, further
investigation could be conducted to include more sources.

6

R ELATED W ORK

6.1

http://www.coindesk.com/understanding-dao-hack-journalists

Blockchain Studies

Ecosystem. Previous studies investigated the factors that
are associated with price movements of cryptocurrencies,
including supply and demand, legal issues on adoption,
macro-economic factors, and speculation and attractiveness
of cryptocurrencies based on their potential [79]. These studies proposed models based on these factors to explore their
relationships with the prices or trade volume of cryptocurrencies [16], [22], [39], [76]. Recent studies also investigated
the relationship between cryptocurrency prices and social
factors (e.g., social attractiveness) to predict the evolution of
the cryptomarket and price fluctuations [31], [44], [63], [83].
Various metrics were leveraged to measure social factors,
e.g., Google search term frequency [83] and posts on Twitter
[63]. A few recent studies investigated the discussions in
https://bitcointalk.org online forum to investigate the relationship between infrastructure evolution and community
creation [4], self-organizing patterns in the community [4],
sentiment analysis to predict price fluctuation [47], and
sensemaking in the discussions [43].
30
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Threats to Validity
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Security and Privacy. Atzei et al. [8] analyzed the security
vulnerabilities of Ethereum smart contracts, providing a taxonomy of vulnerabilities and attacks against Solidity, EVM,
and blockchain. They defined 12 vulnerabilities among these
components that pose risks to smart contract owners. Cook
et al. utilized Atzei et al.’s vocabulary and provided a
list of brief descriptions. They also proposed a monitoring
and protection system to defend Solidity smart contracts.
Gervais et al. [33] proposed a quantitative framework to
analyze the security and performance implications of various consensus and network parameters of PoW blockchains.
Based on the framework, they devised adversarial strategies for double-spending and selfish mining. Kosba et al.
[50] addressed the lack of transactional privacy issue in
blockchain platforms and proposed Hawk, a framework for
building privacy-preserving smart contracts. Luu et al. [58]
proposed Elastico, a secure sharding protocol for permissionless blockchains. The protocol increases the transaction
throughput almost linear with the computational power of
the blockchain network. For privacy-preserving payments,
Heilman et al. [40] constructed off-chain payments with
third party privacy; Green and Miers [34] proposed techniques to construct payment channels for decentralized
payments.
Performance. Sompolinsky and Zohar [82] proposed the
GHOST protocol, which changes the chain selection rule
when a fork occurs and achieves a high transaction throughput. Kogias et al. [48] proposed ByzCoin, a Byzantine consensus protocol that leverages collective signing to achieve
a transaction confirmation latency of under one minute.
Bitcoin Lightning Network [78] and micro-payment channels [27] used off-chain transactions to improve the latency
and throughput of the Bitcoin network. Eyal et al. [28]
proposed Bitcoin-NG, a blockchain protocol based on the
same trust model as Bitcoin. Bitcoin-NG achieves scalable
latency and bandwidth by decoupling Bitcoin’s blockchain
operation.
Bugs. Luu et al. [57] investigated the security bugs of
Ethereum smart contracts, proposed ways to enhance operation semantics of Ethereum, and built a symbolic execution
tool called Oyente to find potential security bugs. Wan et al.
[90] performed an empirical study on the bug characteristics
of open source blockchain systems.
6.2

Studies of the Stack Exchange Community

An extensive literature used Stack Exchange to facilitate
software engineering tasks. Bajaj et al. [10] studied common
challenges and misconceptions amongst Web developers.
Allamanis and Sutton [3] applied topic modeling on Stack
Overflow questions and associated them with programming
concepts and identifiers. Li et al. [53] performed an empirical study with 24 developers to determine the needs and
challenges of developers when performing development
tasks. Nasehi et al. [68] investigated what makes an effective code example through a qualitative analysis of Stack
Overflow posts. Wang and Godfrey [91] analyzed iOS and
Android developer questions on Stack Overflow to detect
API usage obstacles. Azad et al. [9] created rules to predict
API call usage by grouping API calls that are contained in
positively voted answer posts on Stack Overflow. Treude
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and Robillard [89] presented an approach to automatically
augment API documents with insight sentences from Stack
Overflow. Mastrangelo et al. [61] studied issues encountered
using Java API sun.misc.Unsafe by analyzing its usage
patterns on Stack Overflow.
Other studies focus on investigating the characteristics
of Stack Exchange discussions. Treude et al. [88] categorized
the questions on Stack Overflow. Barua et al. [12] analyzed
the textual contents and analyzed the topics and trends
on Stack Overflow. Rosen and Shihab [81] studied mobilerelated questions on Stack Overflow. Yang et al. [95] specifically studied security-related questions on Stack Overflow.
Asaduzzaman et al. [7] analyzed unanswered questions on
Stack Overflow and used a machine learning classifier to
predict such questions.
6.3

LDA in Software Engineering

LDA has been previously employed to analyze software
engineering data. Hindle et al. [41] applied LDA to the
commit log messages in a version control system in an effort
to determine what topics are being worked on by developers
at any given time, and seeing how development trends are
changing. Neuhaus and Zimmermann [69] applied LDA
on a well-known vulnerability database to find the trends
in specific security vulnerabilities over time. Thomas et al.
[86] applied LDA to analyze software evolution, and later
proposed a variant of LDA that can better detect topic
trends in source code [87]. Garcia et al. [32] proposed a
hierarchical clustering algorithm that utilizes LDA to extract concerns from identifiers and comments of the source
code. Panichella et al. [77] proposed a solution called LDAGA. They leveraged Genetic Algorithms (GA) to determine
optimal configurations for LDA in software engineering
tasks. Those tasks involve the analysis of source code, which
is more repetitive and predictable as compared to natural language. Sophisticated information retrieval methods
show rather low performance when applied on source code
using parameters and configurations that were generally
applicable for and tested on natural language corpora [77].
Barua et al. [12] used LDA to discover main discussion
topics in Stack Overflow posts and analyzed the trends over
time. Nguyen et al. proposed approaches based on LDA
for bug localization [72] and duplicate bug report detection
[73]. Rosen and Shihab [81] employed LDA-based topic
models to summarize the mobile-related questions on Stack
Overflow. Yang et al. [95] used LDA-GA to cluster securityrelated questions on Stack Overflow and investigated the
popularity and difficulty of discovered topics.

7

C ONCLUSION

This paper aims to discover blockchain-related topics on
the Stack Exchange communities, the popular development
Q&A websites with millions of active users. However, a simplistic use of LDA captures the topics in discussions blindly
without keeping in mind the variety of the dataset and
domain-specific concepts. We derived a reference architecture for the blockchain domain in an empirical data-driven
fashion. We proposed an approach that combines balanced
LDA (which ensures that the topics are balanced across the

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

domain) with the reference architecture of a domain to capture. we conducted a quantitative and comparative analysis
on blockchain-related posts across the architectural layers
and across studied blockchain platforms where appropriate,
characterized the breakdown and evolution of topics, and
discussed their implications on future research efforts.
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A PPENDIX A
DATA C OLLECTION
Collecting Stack Overflow Dataset Fig. 9 depicts our process of data collection. The process is composed of the
following steps:
Step 1: Searching for tags using an initial set of blockchain
keywords. We composed an initial set of blockchain keywords by considering blockchain platforms, protocols, infrastructures, and development tools. Table 6 shows the
initial set of the used blockchain-related keywords. While
the set of keywords in Table 6 might not be exhaustive, we
believe that the set covers the most popular blockchainpowered cryptocurrencies and blockchain platforms. The
list of blockchain-powered cryptocurrencies was derived
from the most popular cryptocurrencies with large market
capitalization. The list of blockchain platforms was derived
from various online sources. We cross referenced the keywords to see their relevance on Stack Overflow.
TABLE 6
Initial keywords that are used to identify blockchain posts.
General
blockchain

Cryptocurrency
bitcoin
dogecoin
ethereum
iota
litecoin

Platform
bigchaindb
corda
eris
hyperledger
monax
quorum

Number of blockchain posts
Number of total posts

T STtag =

Number of blockchain posts
Number of blockchain posts with the most popular tag
(11)

For each tag, the Number of blockchain posts denotes the total
number of posts with that tag which contain at least one
of the initial set of blockchain keywords from Table 6; the
Number of blockchain posts with the most popular tag is the
blockchain posts with the tag “bitcoin”, containing 1,094
posts. We ranked the tags according to their T STtag values.
We then manually verified the tags from top to bottom and
picked the tags that are related significantly to blockchain.
Table 7 shows the final list of 28 filtered tags and their
TET and TST values respectively.
TABLE 7
List of tags that are used to identify blockchain-related posts.

We began by searching through all the Stack Overflow
posts that contain any of the initial set of keywords shown
in Table 6 as tags. Tags are keywords that users attribute
with their posts. For example, a post about Bitcoin address
form validation issue has the tags “bitcoin”, “javascript”,
“php” and “validation” attributed to it. We then extracted
all the tags associated with each of those posts. We ended
up with an expanded set of keywords from those posts.
Step 2: Removing irrelevant tags. Our goal is to use
the expanded set of keywords to identify a larger set of
blockchain posts. However, this approach may introduce
noise, i.e., posts with tags that do not necessarily relate
to blockchain. Given that an example post has the tags
“bitcoin”, “javascript”, “php” and “validation”, we would
further add posts with any of these 4 tags. However,
“javascript” posts are likely to refer to other development
issues related to JavaScript. In such a case, such posts would
introduce considerable noise into our dataset.
In order to determine exclusive tags related to
blockchain, we use a Tag Exclusivity Threshold (TET) value,
which is computed as follows:

T ETtag =

Once we filtered out the irrelevant tags using the TET
value, we ended up with some tags with very few posts associated with them. Those tags were related to very specific
problems. For example, some specific tags (e.g., populus)
were only used in one post which happen to be blockchainrelated. In such case, the TET value of those tags is equal
to 1. However, incorporating such tags may not be very
helpful. Thus, we use another threshold, Tag Significance
Threshold (TST), to determine the significance of each tag.
The TST value is measured as:

(10)

For each tag, the Number of blockchain posts denotes the
number of posts with that tag which contain at least one
of the initial set of blockchain keywords from Table 6;
the Number of total posts represents the total number of
posts with that tag. A similar approach is proposed [81]
to determine exclusively mobile-related tags. We ranked
tags according to their T ETtag values. We then manually
verified the tags from top to bottom and picked the tags
that are related exclusively to blockchain.

Tags
bitcoin
blockchain
hyperledger
ethereum
solidity
corda
bitcoind
smartcontracts
truffle
web3js
web3
bitcoinj
go-ethereum
coinbase-php
blockchain.info-api
bitcore
iota
dogecoin
bitcoin-testnet
consensys-truffle
bigchaindb
eris
metamask
geth
nbitcoin
evm
ether
embark

TET
100.0%
100.0%
40.3%
100.0%
76.7%
100.0%
76.9%
87.4%
73.3%
80.3%
75.5%
62.2%
92.7%
39.4%
93.8%
64.0%
100.0%
100.0%
84.2%
64.3%
100.0%
100.0%
88.9%
87.5%
100.0%
85.7%
57.1%
71.4%

TST
100.0%
84.6%
73.1%
64.6%
22.4%
17.4%
10.7%
10.1%
8.2%
6.5%
4.5%
4.1%
3.7%
3.0%
2.9%
2.3%
1.9%
1.7%
1.7%
1.3%
1.3%
0.9%
0.8%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%

Step 3: Filtering posts with filtered tags. Once all of
the blockchain-related tags were identified, we extracted
all the posts of the questions that contained one of these
blockchain tags. The question posts make up our Stack
Overflow dataset in our experiments. In total, our Stack
Overflow dataset consists of 3,830 question posts.
We then extracted tags of all the blokchain posts on
Stack Overflow and found a total of 1,103 tags. We then
examined the top ranked tags and found that the most
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Fig. 10. Raw score Rn vs. topic size n, larger numbers indicate higher
stability of generated topics.

popular blockchain topics on Stack Overflow are related to
four blockchain platforms: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger
Fabric and Corda.
When extracting dataset, we leveraged tags to determine
the set of blockchain-related posts. In some cases, our tags
may not be able to capture a blockchain-related post. To
alleviate this threat, we expanded our initial tags with those
associated tags that coexist in the posts with the initial tags;
we further filtered expanded tags by using thresholds to
weed out noise.
Collecting Stack Exchange Dataset In order to include more
blockchain-related posts in our experiments, we tried to
identify specific blockchain-related communities on Stack
Exchange.
We searched through all the Stack Exchange communities that focus on the most popular blockchain platforms
on Stack Overflow. We ended up with two Stack Exchange
communities related to blockchain, namely the Bitcoin and
Ethereum communities. We extracted question posts from
the data dump of the two communities (Posts.xml). The
question posts of the two communities comprise our Stack
Exchange dataset. In total, our Stack Exchange corpus contains 16,934 question posts from the Bitcoin Stack Exchange
community and 11,971 question posts from the Ethereum
Stack Exchange community.
Post Extraction We separated each individual post into a
record in our database. We ended up with a total of 32,735
records. In each record, we included the textual content of
each post including the title and body; we also included the
post metadata including the identifier, the timestamp, the
user-specified tags of that post.
Preprocessing We performed our data preprocessing in
five steps to filter out irrelevant information in the textual

content for each post before building the topic models.
Step 1: Discard code snippets. Code snippets in the posts
are enclosed in <code> HTML tags. Code snippets usually
contain source code syntax and keywords. They do not help
topic models to identify useful topics and might introduce
noise into our analysis [12].
Step 2: Remove HTML tags and URLs. We removed all HTML
tags (e.g., <p>, <li> and <a>) and URLs since they do not
have useful information for the topic models.
Step 3: Remove number, punctuation marks and other nonalphabetic characters.
Step 4: Lemmatize. We applied the NLTK WordNet Lemmatizer [66], which maps words to their base form (e.g.,
“makes” and “transactions” get mapped to “make” and
“transaction”).
Step 5: Remove stopwords. Finally, we removed common
English-language stopwords by using the NLTK stopwords
corpus [13].
We attempted to minimize the internal threats to
validity by using mature tools for extracting and
preprocessing our dataset (i.e., Python XML parser
lxml.etree, Python NLTK Wordnet Lemmatizer
nltk.wordnet.WordNetLemmatizer and NLTK Corpus
Stopwords nltk.corpus.stopwords), running LDA
(i.e., gensim Python library), and computing our metrics of
interest (i.e., the R programming environment).

A PPENDIX B
S TABILITY OF LDA M ODELS
We conducted a case study to evaluate the stability of our
LDA models due to the ordering of our training data. We
leveraged the metric, raw score Rn , as defined in Agrawal
et al’s work [1]. Rn denotes the median of Jaccard Similarity
scores of n-word topics from the two closest topics of multiple
LDA runs; n is size of each topic - number of keywords
that are used to represent each topic. For each corpus, we
executed gensim LDA with optimal K to build topic models
multiple times; before execution, we shuffled the training
data. Fig. 10 plots n vs. Rn of generated LDA models. We
observed that the average Rn for each corpus is above 82%;
at worst case, the Rn is 67%.

A PPENDIX C
TOPICS D ISCOVERED BY LDA AND T HEIR T RENDS
Table 8 shows the discovered LDA topics from the studied
corpora. Table 9 shows the trendlines of each topic in
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TABLE 8
Topics discovered by LDA in Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, Corda and non-platform specific corpora.
Topic Name
Bitcoin (K = 10)
Crytpocurrency
Network
Client
Address
Transaction
Mining
Wallet (Electrum)
Storage
Web API
Wallet (blockchain.info)
Ethereum (K = 10)
Smart Contract
Client
Cryptocurrency
Wallet
Account
Solidity
Storage
Transaction
Truffle
DAO

Percent

Top LDA Keywords

16.6%
15.2%
12.8%
12.1%
11.8%
10.0%
6.3%
6.1%
5.1%
4.1%

bitcoin bitcoins account btc exchange wallet address price money coin currency way user payment know
bitcoin node network data question value time full cpp limit alice system attack peer
bitcoin error get file core bitcoind run version command running problem code following test daemon
address key private bitcoin public code script get generate string output input signature create byte
transaction fee address bitcoin balance input send btc get sent unconfirmed help output wallet amount
mining miner pool mine know difficulty bitcoin coin power get share process altcoin hash question
wallet electrum create seed bitcoin password new find code passphrase word trezor bitcoinj way multibit
block chain transaction network hash miner new node fork nonce work proof valid find genesis
api server data bitcoin web code user node php application com make request client work
blockchain coinbase info time day order btc wallet take long last coin way data back

18.4%
15.5%
13.9%
10.7%
9.8%
8.1%
7.7%
7.4%
6.5%
2.0%

contract function smart code call solidity address deploy test deployed truffle work get token method
geth node block mining ethereum running start parity run blockchain peer sync command network get
ethereum token transaction question way possible blockchain coin key know make user
wallet ether eth account token address ethereum balance send transfer mist get sent help see
account private ethereum network file geth key node metamask create blockchain test created connect json
function value event return type string get solidity array name data code input address call
data user blockchain contract store way ethereum smart dapp storage access stored mapping variable know
transaction gas block time number value get limit hash mined error price state send nonce
error truffle node testrpc file run following npm module get ethereum command install running version
ethereum chain proof attack blockchain protocol fork hard dao difference scrypt network algorithm stake
consensus

Hyperledger Fabric (K = 15)
Peer (Runtime)

18.1%

Network

17.9%

Chaincode (Query/Deploy/Invoke)

13.6%

Identity

11.4%

peer hyperledger fabric chaincode network block error transaction docker blockchain make get multiple
following application
fabric hyperledger composer docker network error following file app peer sample node get application
transaction
chaincode hyperledger error fabric blockchain query deploy data code get invoke following transaction
container docker
error composer network identity fabric hyperledger failed following command chaincode business participant
get deploy issue
fabric hyperledger peer error command file docker node network user attribute example code log following
transaction client hyperledger blockchain asset example composer fabric participant com sarama function
broker metadata name
hyperledger fabric channel composer peer rest setup network sdk server org api docker new add
peer channel orderer error fabric network cli node chaincode config hyperledger utc name command client
error composer node version hyperledger fabric file playground module get blockchain rest following server
tutorial
example container com fabric network orderer hyperledger error couchdb host docker peer first get cli
channel hyperledger contract user data ledger fabric smart blockchain network chaincode quantity function
distributor peer
error chaincode debu gopath src file opt command utc test install docker composer code chain
node module composer lib rest server version home nvm router express brankoterzic index error hyperledger
example com cert pem server user admin npm key crt install node tlsca fabric cacerts
java org gradle internal service server execute daemon launcher file fabric get sdk exec defaultlookupcontext

Peer (Command Line)
Transaction

8.9%
5.8%

Channel (Setup)
Orderer
Composer (Playground)

5.6%
5.3%
3.4%

Storage
Channel (Runtime)

2.4%
2.3%

Chaincode (Programming)
Composer (REST Server)
Fabric CA
Java SDK
Corda (K = 5)
Transaction
CorDapp
State
Storage
Client
Non-Platform Specific (K = 5)
PHP Library for Coinbase API
Coinbase Transaction
Node.js Library for Coinbase API
Python Library for Coinbase API
Hash Functions

1.9%
1.2%
1.1%
1.1%
30.0%
28.4%
21.1%
13.2%
7.4%

node transaction corda state flow contract party example notary way bank network multiple cash output
corda error node kotlin code file run gradle tutorial issue flow cordapp following build template
corda state node service code oracle data com class flow cordapp kryo core cash error
corda node jar transaction java rxjava data party custom net table onnext cordapersistence internal database
kryo java jar corda com esotericsoftware net core node serializers client read objectfield rpc org

30.9%
21.4%
19.0%
18.0%
10.7%

api coinbase error code get blockchain file php following account request call work wallet response
blockchain data block user new create transaction customer coinbase work application make technology
error blockchain get node command coinbase service following new api create bluemix know work
api coinbase transaction price get wallet code blockchain python account return way currency client work
blockchain block get hash chain key value way work function data server find send transaction

the third column, using the relative impact metric (7). To
further analyze the topic trends in more detail, we used the
implementation of Cox Stuart trend test [26] in the snpar
R package to determine the trend of each topic’s relative
impact. We checked whether each topic’s impact is increasing
or decreasing over time to a statistically significant degree

at a 95% confidence level. The results of Cox Stuart trend
test are shown in the second column of Table 9. We find
that 16 topics have an increasing trend, 6 topics have a
decreasing trend, and 23 topics have a constant trend (i.e.,
neither increasing or decreasing to a statistically significant
degree).
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A PPENDIX D
R EPRESENTATIVE E XAMPLE P OSTS FOR D ISCOVERED TOPICS

VM programming language layer. We find 1 VM programming language layer topic in our dataset, 1 Solidity for
Ethereum. The following example post is from these topics:

Application layer. Out of the discovered 45 topics, 10 topics are specifically at the application layer of our derived
reference architecture, namely: 1 Cryptocurrency, 2 Wallet
(Electrum), 3 Wallet (blockchain.info) for Bitcoin; 4 Smart
Contract, 5 Cryptocurrency, 6 Wallet, 7 DAO for Ethereum;
8 Chaincode (Query/Deploy/Invoke), 9 Chaincode (Programming) for Hyperledger Fabric; 10 CorDapp for Corda. Some
example posts from these topics are:

Division in Ethereum Solidity
I am creating a contract that issues tokens. I would
like a account that holds tokens to be able to check
what percentage they own out of all the tokens issued. I
know that Ethereum has not implemented floating point
numbers yet. What should I do?

electrum wallet jsonRPC authentication
i am trying to use electrum rpc, it is giving me authentication error. i have tried user pass via Basic Authentication
on Linux bash and via php but non of them works.

Consensus layer. We find 11 consensus layer topics in our
dataset, namely: 1 Address, 2 Transaction, and 3 Mining
for Bitcoin, 4 Account, 5 Transaction for Ethereum, 6
Transaction, 7 Orderer for Hyperledger Fabric, 8 Transaction, 9 State for Corda, 10 Transaction for Coinbase API, and
11 Hash Functions for non-platform specific. Example post
is:

Dominant Topic: Bitcoin/Wallet (Electrum)
Upgrading smart contract in ethereum
I am trying to write upgradable smart contract in
ethereum. Can anyone give an example of upgradable
smart contract in ethereum and accessing data.
Dominant Topic: Ethereum/Smart Contract
Hyperledger Fabric chaincode Invoke function return values
I understand that Chaincode Invoke function is asynchronous and cannot convey success/failure of ledger
modification unless consensus is completed. However
what about simple validation errors caught before invocation of any chaincode stub APIs? There should be a
way to return error to caller in case of validation failure.
Otherwise what is use of return value of function.
Dominant
Topic:
(Query/Deploy/ Invoke)

Hyperledger

Fabric/Chaincode

Unique Identifier in Obligation Cordapp
I have replicated the Obligation Cordapp Transfer functionality and i am struck with the linearId of Unique
Identifier. I have successfully exercised the Issue Cordapp and for transfer of Obligation, i have provided the
flow command with linearId of generated Obligation.
The parameter which i am passing through linearId is
interpreted as the External id [argument in UniqueIdentifier] instead of id and so it is unable to find the Obligation
to transfer.
Dominant Topic: Corda/CorDapp
API layer. We discover 10 API layer topics in our dataset,
including 1 Client, 2 Web API for Bitcoin, 3 Client for
Ethereum, 4 Peer (Runtime), 5 Peer (Command Line), 6 Java
SDK for Hyperledger Fabric, 7 Client for Corda, 8 PHP
library, 9 Node.js library, 10 Python library for non-platform
specific. The following example post is from these topics:
Bitcoind daemon - network synchronizing error
I have bitcoind installed on a VPS debian server, i started
bitcoind 2 days ago for synchronizing with bitcoin network but i got the following error today. I have no idea
what this error mean, or how can i resolve this kind of
error.
Dominant Topic: Bitcoin/Client

Dominant Topic: Ethereum/Solidity

launching hyperledger orderer fails
The official hyperledger fabric v1.0.0 gives a simple demo
by using docker. Here is the link.
What i am doing is to avoid docker and directly run
them on the machine. However, when i try to launch
the orderer using the following cmd and environment
variables, the bash console reports the failure of loading
config from orderer.
Dominant Topic: Hyperledger Fabric/Orderer
Peer-to-Peer network layer. We find 10 peer-to-peer network layer topics in our dataset, namely: 1 Network, 2
Storage for Bitcoin, 3 Storage for Ethereum, 4 Network, 5
Channel (Setup), 6 Storage, 7 Channel (Runtime), 8 Fabric
CA, 9 Identity for Hyperledger Fabric, 10 Storage for Corda.
Example post is:
Hyperledger fabric channel creation problems
I’m trying to create network hyperledger on raspberry,
to test it I began with basic-network downloaded from
official hyperledger repository. I modified the dockercompose.yml file using the frbrkoala images version
armv7l-1.0.1 from the official docker repo, but I have
problem on the channel creation.
Dominant Topic: Hyperledger Fabric/Channel (Setup)
Development tools. We find 3 development tools topics,
namely: 1 Truffle for Ethereum, 2 Composer (Playground),
3 Composer (REST Server) for Hyperledger Fabric. Example
post is:
Testing ethereum events directly in solidity with truffle
I found the following question for testing event logging
in truffle using javascript. But truffle also supports writing tests directly in solidity. However, I can’t find any
documentation for how to test event logging in solidity.
Can somebody help me with this?
Dominant Topic: Ethereum/Truffle
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TABLE 9
Trends of relative impact of topics in the studied blockchain platforms. For the trendlines, Y axes indicate the relative impact of topics; X axes
correspond to the time span of a particular blockchain platform on Stack Exchange, i.e., May 2011 - December 2017 for Bitcoin, May 2015 December 2017 for Ethereum, March 2016 - December 2017 for Hyperledger Fabric, July 2016 - December 2017 for Corda, and February 2011 December 2017 for Other.
Topic Name
Bitcoin (K=10)

Trend (Bonferroni Corrected P-value)

Address

↑ (0.032)

Storage

↑ (0.011)

Transaction

↑ (9.7e-08)

Wallet (Electrum)

↑ (0.0034)

Wallet (blockchain.info)

↑ (0.00021)

Client

− (1)

Web API

− (1)

Cryptocurrency

↓ (0.011)

Mining

↓ (9.7e-08)

Network

− (0.064)

Ethereum (K=10)
Smart Contract

− (0.21)

Wallet

− (0.21)

Account

− (1)

Storage

− (1)

Client

− (1)

Solidity

− (1)

Cryptocurrency

− (1)

Transaction

− (1)

Truffle

− (0.77)

DAO

− (1)

Hyperledger Fabric (K=15)
Composer (REST Server)

− (0.98)

Identity

↑ (0.0073)

Channel (Runtime)

− (0.98)

Channel (Setup)

− (0.98)

Orderer

− (0.18)

Storage

− (0.59)

Composer (Playground)

− (1)

Chaincode (Programming)

− (1)

Fabric CA

− (1)

Java SDK

− (1)

Network

− (1)

Peer (Command Line)

− (1)

Transaction

− (1)

Peer (Runtime)

− (0.18)

Chaincode (Query/Deploy/Invoke)

− (0.18)

Corda (K=5)
Client

− (0.16)

Transaction

− (1)

CorDapp

− (0.16)

Storage

− (0.63)

State

− (1)

Other (K=5)
Hash Functions

↑ (2.2e-06)

PHP Library for Coinbase API

↑ (3.1e-07)

Python Library for Coinbase API

↑ (0.00026)

Node.js Library for Coinbase API

↑ (8.7e-06)

Coinbase Transaction

↑ (0.0021)

Trendline

